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INSTRUCTIONS
Micro Sticky Spots (Fig. 1)
1. How to Apply Sticky Spots to Paper: Press a Sticky Spot onto the area marked with • and lift off the 

backing paper. 
Prepare Parts 
1. All cutouts that are printed on the card stock are pre-cut. Punch out each component along the pre-

cut solid lines. 
2. Keep parts for each different cutout together. 
NOTE: Some cutouts have labels on the back 
for reference.
Towers (Fig. 2, 3 and 4)
1. Roll Tower (A2) lightly around a pencil. 
2. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on 

Tower (A2). Fold the other end of the 
Tower over the Sticky Spot tab. Press into 
place. (Fig. 2)

3. Create a cylinder shape and apply Sticky 
Spots onto • markings on Parapet (A3). 
Fold the other end of the Parapet over the 
Sticky Spot tab. Press into place.

4. Bend all tabs of the Terrace (A4) upwards. 
Place a Sticky Spot on every third tab of 
the Terrace. 

5. Place Terrace (A4) on a flat surface and 
fold its tabs upwards and inwards. Drop 
the Parapet (A3) over it aligning the Ter-
race so that it is flush with the inner base 
of the Parapet. Push the tabs against the 
Parapet’s inner wall, pressing the Sticky 
Spots into place. (Fig. 3)

6. Apply four Sticky Spots by folding them 
over the top of the Tower (A2). Center 
Parapet assembly and place it on top of the 
Tower. (Fig. 4)

7. Repeat these steps to make the remaining 
Tower. 

Castle Walls (Fig. 5, 6 and 7)
1. Bend all Castle Wall tabs to 90° angles. 

Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on 
Front Wall (A1) tabs and press Front Wall 
(A1) to left and right sides of Towers so 
the base of the Wall is flush with the bases 
of the Towers. (Fig. 5)
NOTE: Windows of Tower should be facing 
outwards when attaching Walls.

2. Fold along scored lines of Left Wall 
(B1) and Right Wall (B2). (B1) and (B2) 
each have a score line on the edge of 
the printed scene (blacksmith forge and 
stable) that needs to be folded at a 90° 
angle. These pieces will be attached to the 
Back Wall (C1), extending it.

3. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on (B1) right tab, and press to back of left Tower so the bases are flush with each other. (Fig. 6)
4. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on (B2) left tab, and press to back of right Tower.
5. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on Left Wall (B1) left tab. Fold the left score line and press onto untabbed left edge of Back Wall.
6. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on Right Wall (B2) right tab. Fold the right score line and press onto untabbed right edge of Back Wall. (Fig. 7) 
Add Details (Fig. 8 and 9)
1. Lay Drawbridge (A5) flat and apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on tabs of Drawbridge (A5). 
2. Bend tabs upwards to 90° angles. Lift Castle up, center the Drawbridge under the opening and press tabs onto backside of Front Wall (Fig. 8).
3. Bend tabs of Interior Roofs (C2) and (C3) down to 90° angles.
4. Apply Sticky Spots onto • markings on tabs.
5. Align Interior Roof (C2) over right printed scene (blacksmith forge), with the side of the Right Wall (B1) and Back Wall. Press Sticky Spots into place.
6. Align Interior Roof (C3) over left printed scene (stable), with the side of the Left Wall (B1) and Back Wall. Press Sticky Spots into place. (Fig. 9)
7. Add horses by bending tabs, applying Sticky Spots to bases and attaching them to the layout as desired.
8. Apply Sticky Spots to the backs of flags and attach to Castle where desired.
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Conforms to / 
Conforme à  / 
Cumple con 
ASTM D4236

WARNING: Sharp Objects. Choking Hazard! Small parts. Not intended for children 
under 3 years. Adult supervision required. / AVERTISSEMENT : Objets pointus. 

Danger d’étranglement! Petites pièces. Pas recommandé pour les enfants de moins de 
3 ans. Supervision d’un adulte requise. / ADVERTENCIA: Objetos puntiagudos. Peligro 
de ahogarse. Partes pequeñas. No diseñado para el uso de niños menores de 3 años. 
Supervisión de un adulto requerida.

CAUTION: Cutting tool 
recommended. Use with care. 

MISE EN GARDE : Outil de coupe 
recommandé. Utiliser avec précaution. 
PRECAUCIÓN: Herramienta cortante 
recomendada Utilizar con cuidado.


